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Mortuary
Fridge Band

INFORMATION SHEET
For use by mortuary technicians to secure arms and legs of
deceased within the confines of their fridge tray.

Mortuary Fridge Band
The Hospital Direct Mortuary Fridge Band was specifically
designed so that mortuary technicians can secure arms and legs
of deceased within the confines of their fridge tray.
WHY THEY WERE DEVELOPED
Fitting the arms and legs of large and bariatric deceased onto a
fridge tray has long caused problems for mortuary technicians as
they can expand over the sides of the trays. To this end staff have
had to develop their own, not always, dignified solutions and there
was a definite need for a product that would solve the problem
quickly and easily whilst also ensuring the dignity of the deceased.
OUR SOLUTION
The Hospital Direct Mortuary Fridge Band is a unique multi
adjustable product enabling mortuary staff to carefully secure the
arms or legs of a medium to large deceased patient within the
confines of their fridge tray. They can then be safely transferred
in and out of their fridge compartment knowing that the risk of
body contact around the fridge during this manoeuvre has been
dramatically reduced.
Quick and easy to use it slides directly under a body bag or
wrapped body and reduces risk of poor handling and over
reaching. Multiple bands can be used.
PRODUCT DETAILS
This specialist band is 200mm wide and adjustable in length
so that it can fit all deceased. It has a 2 point adjustable buckle
system allowing adjustment from small to bariatric. For example:
it can be closed up to 510mm to go around smaller patients and
opened out to 760mm for larger patients.
British made using specially chosen laminated materials,
strong nylon webbing and large plastic buckles for comfortable
adjustment. Buckles tested to -40°C.
It can be laundered up to 74°C and tumble dried at a low
temperature.
Disinfectant wipes can also be used in accordance with your
organisation’s cleaning protocol and chlorine beach is not to be used.
Mortuary Fridge Band
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Mortuary Fridge Band
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One size (adjustable)

200mm (w) x 1450mm (l)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
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Unfasten the black buckle if it’s connected so the band lays flat.

Slide the band under the body from the head or foot end down to the area that
needs supporting.

Before connecting the band, make sure there’s an equal length both sides.

Being together both half’s of the band round the body and fasten securely using one
of the two buckles which best fits that particular body.

If the band is still lose further adjustment can be made by pulling the black webbing
strap through the buckle until the band is securely fastened.

Once the band is finished with unfasten the buckle and slide the product out from
under the body.

Visit our Website

www.hospitaldirect.co.uk
Wash at 74°C
Tumble dry on low heat
Iron on low heat
Do not use bleach
Do Not Use fabric conditioner

Low
75°C
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RELATED PRODUCTS

XCcube® V3
New for 2021 the XCcube® V3
ensures that your deceased patient
is always treated with respect and
dignity. This unique expandable
cube offers the best end of life care
in terms of dignity and discretion
and revolutionises the way staff
move deceased to mortuaries. This
newest version improves on the last
with new features, gre ater ease of
use, an improved transport trolley
and increased robustness.

Mortuary Webbing
Slings
The Mortuary Webbing Slings have
been specifically designed so that
mortuary technicians can safely lift
and lower a bariatric patient into a
coffin using a five point overhead
flat lifting gantry system. Each sling
is made from a heavy duty 90mm
wide simplex polyester webbing and
has a SWL of 1.5 tonnes. They are
CE marked andconform to BSEN
1492-1:2000.

Surgical Gowns
UK made Disposable Non-sterile
Surgical Gowns. Made in our
premises in Shropshire, this superb
range of non-sterile isolation gowns
are alcohol repellant, have set in
sleeves, adjustable neck sizes and
welded seams in areas most at
risk of exposure. Available in boxes
of 25 in blue or green. We offer
four generous sizes from Small to
XLarge. CE marked ISO EN 13795.

Hospital Direct is a Shropshire based UK manufacturer and supplier of a wide range of Patient Handling
Equipment, PPE and other innovative solutions for healthcare. We have been supplying the NHS and
healthcare customers for over 25 years and have an enviable reputation for quality, delivery, customer
care and service. We supply across the UK and export around the world. If you have any questions or need
advice please either call or email where we will be delighted to help.
Packaging: To reduce wastage we use recyclable cardboard boxes for shipping. If you require different
packaging, please call us to discuss.
Disposal: Dispose of in the normal way in accordance with your organisational procedures. If they have
been used on highly infected patients please dispose of as such.

Email
For sales orders: sales@hdigroup.co.uk
For information: info@hdigroup.co.uk

Contact our sales team
Our customer service and sales teams
are always available to answer any
questions you may have. Please call
or email us and we will endeavour to
answer as soon as possible.
Visit our website / Get a quote
www.hospitaldirect.co.uk
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